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ICS LEARNER 
PROFILE
The aim of all programs at ICS Addis is to develop internationally minded people who, recognizing their 
common humanity and shared guardianship of the planet help to create a better and more peaceful world. 
As ICS learners, we strive to be:

PRINCIPLED
We act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness and justice, and with respect for the 
dignity and rights of people everywhere. We take responsibility for our actions and their consequences.

THINKERS
We use critical and creative thinking skills to analyze and take responsible action on complex problems. 
We exercise initiative in making reasoned, ethical decisions.

KNOWLEDGEABLE
We develop and use conceptual understanding, exploring knowledge across a range of disciplines. We 
engage with issues and ideas that have local and global significance.

COURAGEOUS
We approach uncertainty with forethought and determination; we work independently and cooperatively 
to explore new ideas and innovative strategies. We are resourceful and resilient in the face of challenges 
and change.

INQUIRERS
We nurture our curiosity, developing skills for inquiry and research. We know how to learn independently 
and with others. We learn with enthusiasm and sustain our love of learning throughout life.

CARING
We show empathy, compassion and respect. We have a commitment to service, and we act to make a 
positive difference in the lives of others and in the world around us.

OPEN-MINDED
We critically appreciate our own cultures and personal histories, as well as the values and traditions of 
others. We seek and evaluate a range of points of view, and we are willing to grow from the experience.

BALANCED
We understand the importance of balancing different aspects of our lives – intellectual, physical, and 
emotional – to achieve well-being for ourselves and others. We recognize our interdependence with other 
people and with the world in which we live.

REFLECTIVE
We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas and experience. We work to understand our 
strengths and weaknesses in order to support our learning and personal development.

COMMUNICATORS
We express ourselves confidently and creatively in more than one language and in many ways. We 
collaborate effectively, listening carefully to the perspectives of other individuals and groups.
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MESSAGE FROM 
ASA OFFICE

Dear Parents,

 

Thank you for signing up for season one after school activities 
(ASA). We hope your child/ern have enjoyed the activities.

Season two is on the horizon. As usual, we have included in 
this booklet lots of activities on offer and how you can sign up 
for it. Look for what would be appropriate for your child and be 
ready to sign up when the registration portal is open.

Don’t forget to look at the Q&A section as it could offer some 
answers to your questions.

This first season, we introduced an “open house” concept at 
the end of the ASA season, that we would like to see continue 
in season two. During the last week of season two ASAs you 
will be able to join your child in the activity and see what new 
skills your child has developed.

Danel Kidane                                     Assistant Athletics & Activities Director       
_________________________________ ES ASA Coordinator
Eyerusalem Nadew                          Athletics & Activities Administrative
Sintayehu Tesfaye                            ASA Assistant
Dula Hussien                                     ASA Assistant 
Kebebe Daniel                                   ASA Assistant 

ASA ORGANIZING TEAM



SPORTS -  U12 
VOLLEYBALL

Students in grades 4 and 5 have the opportunity to play in the ISSAAA league. ISSAAA is the sports 
organization of 8 private schools in Addis Ababa.

Students who are 11 years old or younger as of September 1st, 2018 and are in grade 4 and 5 qualify 
to participate in this league. This will allow our athletes to compete with other schools in organized 
and coached teams. If your child is interested in playing school sports, please do not sign up of ASAs 
on the days those sports practices happen. Do check the Q&A section for more details regarding prac-
tice days.

For the U12 team sports the school has an inclusive policy. All interested and committed students will 
be placed on a team and receive game time regardless of ability. To register for these teams, go to “ath-
letics” on the school website. Registration for this is now open and you do not have to wait until next 
week.
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ISSAAA SPORTS 

LEAGUELEAGUE

Students in grades 4 and 5 have the 
opportunity to play in the ISSAAA league. 
ISSAAA is the sports organization of 8 private 
schools in Addis Ababa.

Students who are 11 years old or younger as 
of September 1st, 2018 and are in grade 4 
and 5 qualify to participate in this league. This 
will allow our athletes to compete with other 
schools in organized and coached teams. 
If your child is interested in playing school 
sports, please do not sign up of ASAs on the 
days those sports practices happen. Do check 
the Q&A section for more details regarding 
practice days.

For the U12 team sports the school has an 
inclusive policy. All interested and committed 
students will be placed on a team and receive 
game time regardless of ability. To register for 
these teams, go to “athletics” on the school 
website. Registration for this is now open and 
you do not have to wait until next week.
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Q1. When does the activity sign up begin and when do the first activities take place?
A. November 27 at 3.45pm is a really big date and time to remember. This is when 
the activities will open up online at http://intranet.icsaddis.edu.et/elemasa/index.
php This operates on a first come, first served basis, so many of the popular activities 
fill up very quickly. Activities will begin the week of Dec. 3 and are on Monday’s, 
Tuesday’s,Thursday’s, and Friday’s beginning at 3:30pm. Season 2 will end on  Friday 
March 7.

Q2. What is my child’s code to register for ASA?
A.This will be emailed to you this week but if not, it’s an easy process-it will be the 
child’s ID number.

Q3. What do I do to sign up my child for U12 Volleyball?
A. It’s an easy process-it will be the child’s first name, then hyphen (-), followed by last 
name, first initial. The code is the 4 numbers on the student ID. Example-mick-c, code 
1234, please refer to page 3 of this booklet.
If you are having trouble accessing this, please see the ASA office for assistance. 

Q4. How many activities can I sign my child up for?
A.  The limit is two activities; students do not have to sign up for two, but of course 
they will probably want to, so two is the maximum

Q5. What time do activities end?
A. All activities end at 4:30, and all parents should arrange the necessary pick-up, when 
their child has a scheduled ASA.

Q6. I don’t have internet at home-how will I sign up?
A. We give a lot of notice to the community about the sign up time-The big day is 
November 27  at 3:45pm and you should arrange to have access to the internet during 
that time either at home, at work, or on campus.

Q7. When I signed up, the activity was full and my child cannot do his favorite 
activity. What can I do?
A. This is unfortunate and does happen in the case of the very popular activities. Some 
activities have limited facilities and equipment and that is why there is a limit on spaces. 
Your child will then be placed, after consulting with you, into a different activity if you 
are on the waiting list. We have found that after the initial disappointment, once a child 
is enrolled in something else, they are glad to be there and have a lot of fun. Having a 
number of backups is useful to have should this happen.

Q8. How many seasons are there?
A. There are three seasons throughout the year. There are usually seven to nine 
sessions per season, but holidays and other events can make it less than this; we do not 
makeup sessions due to holiday’s or school events.

Q & A ABOUT 
ASA SIGN UP 
IN ES
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Q9. My child really wanted to be in activity with her friend. Can we switch activities 
now that they find themselves in different ones? 
A. Unfortunately, due to the high interest in many of these activities and the logistics 
involved, this is not possible.

Q10. Does Volleyball count as two activities since there are two practices each week?
A. No, teams like Volleyball, only count as one activity even though they take place 
twice per week. You are able to choose an additional activity on top of these, though on 
a non-volleyball day.

Q11. U12 Volleyball: Can my grade two student sign up for U12 Volleyball?
A. No they cannot. U12 team sports are only available for students in fourth grade and 
up; these students must be 11 years or under on September 1st, 2018 or they will move 
up to the next age group in team sports. This is an ISSAAA local league rule as well as a 
safety one.

Q12. Can my daughter participate one day in Volleyball and then another day which is 
also a Volleyball day, in another activity?
A. No. Unfortunately, the sports team are a little different to activities and by signing up 
for this sport it is a twice a week commitment. 

Q13. What times does U12 Volleyball finish?
A. Playing U12 is different from activities in many ways. It is two practices a week and 
these practices will not finish until 5.10pm Monday and Thursday for these teams. 
There will also be Saturday morning tournaments to enjoy as part of an ICS team in 
ISSAAA local festivals.

Q14. The really popular activities such as Gymnastics, Kung Fu and Taekwondo 
always  seem full barely seconds after sign up. Is the system fair?
A. The system is fair to everyone and ICS does not hold reserved lists. Some ASA’s are 
just very popular but due to safety, facility or instructional factors there are limits on 
maximum numbers in them. 

Q15. Where is the pickup area?
A. The pickup area is next to the new elementary playground 

Q & A ABOUT 
ASA SIGN UP 
IN ES



PROTOCOL FOR ATTENDANCE, 

MISSING OR DROPPING AN ASA
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PROTOCOL FOR MISSING OR DROPPING 
AN ASA 
• If your child is going to miss an ASA on a day that they are at school, 

please inform the student’s teacher at least one day in advance

• Students must attend their ASA if they are at school and if the 
teacher has been notified otherwise (to ensure that teachers and 
parents know where the students are).

• If your child is going to drop an activity, please notify the ASA office, 
so that the student could be dropped from the activity roster and 
another student can be added if there is a waiting list.

• Students are not permitted to attend ASAs on a day they are absent 
from school.

ATTENDANCE PROTOCOL 
Soon after 3:20pm bell, all students 
participating in ASA are to be taken, without 
exception, from the classroom directly to the 
pick-up area. If needed, kindly pack/provide a 
snack ahead of time.

01 02
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NO ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL ASA 
DAYS

PARENTS 
OF EAL OR 

SPECIAL 
NEEDS 

CHILDREN

After School Activities are a time for children to have fun and explore 
new tasks. We want your children to gain the most they can from these 
experiences. Children who are learning English and children with special needs 
often need our help to ensure they get the most out of the activity. 

ICS staff are involved in instructing activities or in preparing lessons for your 
children; therefore, they are not available to assist with specific children. 
Parents can help us to ensure that the children get the most from their 
experience. 

Children who are learning English and children that have special needs may 
need to have guidance attending their ASAs by following some of these 
suggestions;

• The first few times your child attends the activity, have someone (a nanny, 
your driver or yourself); take your child to ensure they arrive at the correct 
activity and understand the expectations.

• Inform the ASA instructor (as some are not teachers) about your child’s 
unique needs.

• Check occasionally to see that things are still progressing, after you and 
the instructor agree that your child has settled.

• On all half days and days without 
school

• On days with extracurricular 
activities such as:

 - ES goal setting conferences



ONLINE REGISTRATION

We have online registration system open for parents to register on Tuesday 27 November 2018, 3:45pm. If 
there are any delays with the starting time and date, ICS will notify parents.

• All families should have a copy of the ASA Booklet. The booklet is also available on the ICS website

• Select only two (2) activities for your child

        Exceptions: Soccer runs two times per week but counts as only one selection

• Use your child’s name and code number that has been emailed to you

Follow the five easy steps below to register your child on the elementary online registration system.

STEP 1

• Type the following link into your URL address line on your web browser. http://intranet.icsaddis.edu.et/
elemasa/index.php

• You will then see the following pages on your browser

STEP 2

• Enter your child’s code and click “Log In”

• You will see a screen with all the ASAs that are available for your child at his/her grade level

STEP 3

• Select up to two (2) extra-curricular activities for your child by clicking on each of the boxes next to the 
name of the activity.

• If the activity is full, we ask that you select another choice

• If you would like to be placed on the waiting list for an activity, please click on the desired box

STEP 4

• Once you have selected the ASAs for your child, please click the “Register” button at the bottom of the 
screen 

• Your will then receive a confirmation page of your child’s activities that you should print out for your records

If you select more than two (2) activities, you will receive a warning page. Once you correct the mistake, you will 
receive a confirmation page

Step 5

You can return to the Elementary ASA online Registration System to add and/or drop activities for your child. 
Please be aware, as soon as you drop an activity, the system will automatically place someone on the waiting list 
in your child’s place. Please be very sure that you want to drop an activity before you do so.

ASA-S2
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ASA SCHEDULE
MONDAY TUESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Soccer Club 
G1-2

Origami 
G1

Embroidery 
G1-2

Relax and Color G1-2

Tae Kwon Do 
G1-2

Just dance 
G1- 2

Gymnastics 
G1-2

Zumba for Kids  
G1-2

Mandala Art  
G1-4

Creative Dance 
G1-2

Reader’s Theater 
G2-3

Gymnastics 
G1-2

Wrapping Fashion 
Design    G1-5

Kung Fu 
G1-2

Tapatan G2-3 Mandala Magic 
G1-3

Creative Collage 
G2

Mindfulness and Yoga  
G1-3

Chess Fun 
G3-4

Just Dance  
G2- 4

Step Drawing 
G2

Jigsaw Puzzle Play and 
Creation    G2

Complex Coloring 
G3-5

Online Games 
G2-3

Book Fun 
G2

Fun Science 
Experiments G2

ArtVenture! 
G3-5

Ethiopian Traditional 
Dance    G2-3

Fun with Construction 
Materials    G2

Embroidery 
Decorations    G2-3

Kung Fu 
G3-5

Stop Motion Movies! 
G2-5

Craft with Popsicles 
G2-4

Mandalas and 
Mindfulness    G3-5

Online Math Games 
G4-5

Zumba for beginners. 
G3-4

Online Math Games 
G3-4

Just Dance! 
G3-5

Table Tennis / Ping 
Pong    G5

Tae Kwon Do 
G3-5

Girls on the Run 
G3-5

Word Games 
G3-5

Foosball  
G5

Creative Dance 
G3-5

Creative Jewelry 
G3-5

Gymnastics 
G3-5

Math Olympiad  
G5

Math Olympiad Gr4 
G4

Concentration and 
relax with “mandala” 
and “cornicette”  G3-5

ES Drama Production 
G3-5

Online Math Game 
G2-4

Drum Circle  
G4-5

Gymnastics 
G3-5

Basket Making 
G4-5

Zumba Dance for kids  
G1-3

Creative Weaving 
G4-5

Online Math Games 
G4-5

Reporter Club  
G5

Lego Fun 
G1-2

Harry Potter Book Club 
G4-5

Crochet for Beginners. 
G5

Creating Colourful 
Mosaics     G5

Groovy Greek Gods! 
G5
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Tae Kwon Do Addisu Hurgessa Grade : G1-2
Limit: 18

This activity is for students at the beginner level in grades 1-2 who want to learn 
Taekwondo, or need to complete their white belt from previous years. Taekwondo 
at ICS is only taught as an introduction to the sport. If you wish to be proficient in 
TKD, please arrange private lessons at a TKD Club in Addis.

MONDAY
Soccer Club Abdi Chali Grade : G1-2

Limit: 20
Soccer develops agility, speed and stamina, and also teaches children the 
importance of teamwork, so it can play an important part in your child’s physical 
and social development. Come and join us. 

Mandala Art Zelalem Beka Grade : G1-4
Limit: 15

The practice of colouring a mandala, or doing a mandala meditation, is a way to 
promote good health, and aid relaxation. So come, allow your brain to calm and 
relax from a busy day!

Wrapping Fashion Design Khushali Vaghela Grade : G1-5
Limit: 15

Here we try to change our clothing style with modern wrapping tricks. We can 
learn how to wrap a scarf or any kind of fabric to innovate various new styles to 
cover head, neck, top, or bottom. Also we can reuse used clothes to create a new 
style fashion wear. These techniques of fashion styles can be learned within short 
time without stitching.

Creative Collage Tigist Baba Grade : G2
Limit: 15

Creative collage is an artwork made from an accumulation of different forms, thus 
creating a new whole. 

Step Drawing kidist Tadesse Grade : G2
Limit: 15

In this ASA kids learn how to draw different things following easy steps. While 
relaxing and having fun ,it will help them to enhance their motor skills and creative 
thinking. If you like to draw you can join us.

Book Fun Martha Yigezu Grade : G2
Limit: 1

Students listen to read aloud . Then they read independently or with partners. 
They will develop their social , communication , interpersonal  and communication 
and reading   skills. 

Fun with Construction Materials Selam Minale Grade : G2
Limit: 20

fun with blocks is an activity where kids could have fun by making different things 
with construction materials. This will enable them to realize they could use a cer-
tain material and change it into anything. It will also enhance their creativity and 
imagination.  At the same time it will give them that socialization time where they 
get to share ideas and materials.
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Online Math Games Eden Fitwi Grade : G3-4
Limit: 15

Do you love numbers? Do you love computer games? Online Math Games has 
both! Come join us in this exciting math adventure! You’ll get to play the best 
online games, learn different math and problem solving skills.

MONDAY
Craft with Popsicles Semhal G/Medhen Grade : G2-4

Limit: 15
If you are interested in making craft with popsicles, came and join me!!! Creating 
thing with Popsicle will help you to explore a new material and make you creative, 
confident, build your fine motor skills and develop problem solving abilities.

Girls on the Run Brooke Gyermek Grade : G3-5
Limit: 15

Girls on the run will inspire an appreciation of fitness and help to build habits that 
lead to a lifetime of health.  We will train over the weeks to run, stretch and create 
healthy habits. At the end, we will have a 5k race which will be a celebratory, non-
competitive event.  Please plan to wear running shoes and athletic wear.

Creative Jewelry Laura Custance Grade : G3-5
Limit: 15

Was your day at school busy?  Come relax afterschool and make jewelry for 
yourself, family or friends!  We’ll create unique designs using clay, wood, washi 
tape, paint and paper.  

Concentration and relax with “mandala” 
and “cornicette”

Ivana Bagini Grade : G3-5
Limit: 15

Coloring mandala, drawing cornicette (a sort of borders), listening to relaxing 
music will help build concentration skills.

Gymnastics Girmay Assefa Grade : G3-5
Limit: 15

Come learn and practice how to control your body in gymnastics! We will jump, 
roll, tumble and twist! Please bring your gymnastics outfit for this ASA.

Online Math Games Kidist Getaneh Grade : G4-5
Limit: 15

Come and play different online math games that are fun and can help you improve 
your fluency. 

Crochet for Beginners. Roman Negash Grade : G5
Limit: 15

 If you are interested  in Crochet  please come and have fun and add one more 
interesting skill.what you need is just a passion. You will enjoy with your 
own creativity.
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Just dance Fasika Adefris Grade : G1- 2
Limit: 15

Just dance with beautiful age appropriate music. 

TUESDAY
Origami Ermias Sisay Grade : G1

Limit: 15
This activity helps them develop their creativity.Creativity begins from what we 
see.In this activity,children practice different origami that they enjoy.

Creative Dance Khushali Vaghela Grade : G1-2
Limit: 20

Ways to get students to enhance personality by dancing in different  moves 
.  Includes   warm exercise ,  Indian  bollywood dance, contemporary fun style 
dancing and much more ,  Increases  your concentration, co-ordination and  body 
gesture .  Also enjoy Stage Performance after all session according to school 
events.

Kung Fu Bezabeh Tesfaye Grade : G1-2
Limit: 14

Kung Fu is important for quick mental and physical development. Ato Bezabeh is 
an experienced Kung Fu instructor and will lead students in this self defense class 
for children.

Mindfulness and Yoga Megan Shannon Grade : G1-3
Limit: 15

We will learn mindfulness exercise and games, movements, breathing and 
meditative drawing. We will also learn the core yoga poses and sequences in a fun 
age appropriate way. 

Jigsaw Puzzle Play and Creation Lisa Cullen Grade : G2
Limit: 15

Jigsaw puzzles are fun! We will put many puzzles together and then take 
interesting photos and create our very own puzzles to take home.

Fun Science Experiments Laurie Matteson Grade : G2
Limit: 1

We will explore a different science experiment each week. 

 Embroidery Decorations Senait Mezgebu Grade : G2-3
Limit: 15

fun with blocks is an activity where kids could have fun by making different things 
with construction materials. This will enable them to realize they could use a 
certain material and change it into anything. It will also enhance their creativity 
and imagination.  At the same time it will give them that socialization time where 
they get to share ideas and materials.
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Creating Colorful Mosaics Wendy Creighton-Ayele Grade : G5
Limit: 15

Do you love to doodle and color and create beautiful mosaics? Then this is the ASA 
for you. Color, relax, color, unwind, color, chat with your friends, color, create a 
mosaic.

Just Dance! Hiwot Assefa Grade : G3-5
Limit: 15

Did you have a long school day? Come to JUST DANCE! Refresh and Relax your 
tired body and mind in our dancing ASA with our best list of Just Dance songs! We 
all are dancers!!!

TUESDAY
Mandalas and Mindfulness Kerstin Harder Grade : G3-5

Limit: 15
 The word Mandala means ‘circle’. Mandalas are a set of geometric shapes that 
represent the characteristics of what surrounds us, e.g. patterns in nature. We 
will make intricate Mandalas colourful and this will help to quiet the mind, foster 
attention and concentration, reduce stress and anxiety, stimulate aesthetic sense 
among many other benefits. 

Word Games Teresa Severson Grade : G3-5
Limit: 15

Do you love words and reading, challenging yourself & thinking creatively? Then 
this ASA is perfect for you! Come to learn some new games or to hone your skills 
at Scrabble, Bananagrams, cross word puzzles and word searches. 

Gymnastics Yonas Yeshitla Grade : G3-5
Limit: 15

Come learn and practice how to control your body in gymnastics! We will jump, 
roll, tumble and twist! Please bring your gymnastics outfit for this ASA.

ES Drama Production Hermione Palmer Grade : G3-5
Limit: 20

Come and join us in drama club this season and help to create this years ES 
production. We will be improvising, building scripts, creating spaces and exploring 
lighting and sound - the whole process towards the ES drama production in March. 

Basket Making Raguel Lisanework Grade : G4-5
Limit: 15

“Basket making (coiling) is not weaving it is a procedure combining the wrapping
of a core material and sewing process. A coiled basket begins with a material that 
is wrapped around (the core) and then sewn together in an orderly manner the 
basket needs focus area, pattern, shape and choosing color.”

Reporter Club Agnes Theilen Grade : G5
Limit: 15

Do you dream of being a reporter? Well, now you can follow your dreams and take 
part in the reporter club by either being a: photographer, news checker, writer, 
editor, publisher, newsboy/girl. This club is student initiated and led by  Grade 5 
students, with teacher supervision and input. 
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Gymnastics Yonas Yeshitla Grade : G1-2
Limit: 15

Come join Ato Yonas, an experienced Gymnastics coach! You will develop your 
psycho-motor skills, spatial awareness and physical conditioning through station 
drills and fun activities. 

THURSDAY
Embroidery Sisay Kelkay Grade : G1-2

Limit: 15
We will create different designs and patterns on fabric. Then we will use needles 
and thread to do the embroidery. Come and enjoy making your own designs on 
fabric.

Reader’s Theater Kristina Ralston Grade : G2-3
Limit: 15

Grow as a reader with expression and drama! All reading levels invited! Readers 
Theater helps children increase their reading fluency and understanding in a fun, 
collaborative manner. Using scripts for commonly known stories and fairy tales, 
students will be given reading parts to read and perform.

Tapatan Laura Howard Grade : G2-3
Limit: 15

Do you like Tic Tac Toe? Well this is a more challenging version! Come and play 
Tapatan with your friends and see who is the champion!

Chess Fun Nebil Abdulkadir Grade : G3-4
Limit: 15

“Playing Chess on a regular basis improves learning, thinking, analytical power, and 
decision-making ability of a child. Come join us and lets have fun !!!!!”

Complex Coloring Sarah Begashaw Grade : G3-5
Limit: 15

Come, listen to music, and enjoy coloring some intricate pictures of animals and 
patterns!

ArtVenture! Karla Arteaga Grade : G3-5
Limit: 15

Artventure! Did you know that professional football players take ballet? Well future 
scientists and engineers benefit from the creative challenges that art provide for each 
unique person, come join us in figuring out how to make wire sculptures out of found 
objects and cool ways to use color, give your brain the play it needs!

Kung Fu Bezabeh Tesfaye Grade : G3-5
Limit: 14

Kung Fu is important for quick mental and physical development. Ato Bezabeh is 
an experienced Kung Fu instructor and will lead students in this self defense class 
for children.
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Table Tennis / Ping Pong Mirakio Temesgen Grade : G5
Limit: 15

Did you know Table Tennis  is the most popular indoor sport in the world? The following are some of 
the health benefits of Ping Pong / Table Tennis.

Improves hand -eye coordination.                            Develops mental acuity.
Improves reflexes.                                                      It’s easy on the joints.
Burns calories.                                                            Offers a social outlet.
Keeps your brain sharp.                                             Improves balance. 
Stimulates various parts of the brain.

THURSDAY
Online Math Games Melkamnesh Bayu Grade : G4-5

Limit: 15
Online math games motivate kids to practice math facts and have fun. It helps 
them  also to appreciate math. Come; enjoy and learn.

Foosball Amanuel Shiferaw Grade : G5
Limit: 15

We are going to have a fun time, just bring your passion and enthusiasm to our ASA. You 
will enjoy playing Foosball for the rest of your life!!! .

Math Olympiad Daniel Stripp Grade : G5
Limit: 15

Do you love Math?  I do!  In the Grade 5 Math Olympiad ASA, students will be inquire into challenging 
math problems to further develop problem solving, mathematical logic/reasoning,  and, most 
importantly, a love for Math!  Throughout the ASA, minds will be stretched as students work both 
collaborative and independently to solve a variety of problems/puzzles.  There will be 5 ‘contests’ 
students will participate in and be able to compare their scores with others around the world!  Be 
courageous and come try your best!

Online Math Game Eshetu Bacha Grade : G2-4
Limit: 15

Come and explore some fundamental number concepts and build basic skills.

Zumba Dance for kids Sofiya Negussie Grade : G1-3
Limit: 15

A Zumba class will have your child dancing, singing and playing! They can be as energetic 
and active as they want to be in a fun and dynamic environment. Participating in a Zumba 
class will help your child’s coordination while also enhancing the function of both body and 
mind, leading to their overall development, both now and in the future. It’s a great way to 
exercise and, in addition to the cardiovascular benefits, it is a full-body workout. From head 
movements to stretching to upper body exercise, It will work out almost all of the main 
muscle groups and children will be able to feel that as they dance to the beat!

Lego Fun Tsige Abu Grade : G1-2
Limit: 15

Lego Fun ASA is fun it helps you to develop your fine motor skills, make new 
friends, create new things with the lego pieces and more. Please come enjoy and 
have fun. 



ASA-S2

Zumba for Kids Selam Tesfaye Grade : G1-2
Limit: 15

Zumba kids is going to be a fun dance and sports movement. Its enjoyable and 
relaxing.

FRIDAY
Relax and Color Lelise Tesfaye Grade : G1-2

Limit: 15
“Coloring is fun!
Come and enjoy coloring your favorite pictures. We put on classical music while 
coloring. You would love it. Come and let’s have fun together!”

Gymnastics Girmay Assefa Grade : G1-2
Limit: 15

Come learn and practice how to control your body in gymnastics! We will jump, 
roll, tumble and twist! Please bring your gymnastics outfit for this ASA.

Mandala Magic Nina Jeyachandran Grade : G1-3
Limit: 15

Come and calm your mind and create something beautiful. Coloring mandalas is a 
wonderful way to center and focus yourself after a busy day of learning.

Just Dance Martha Mulugeta Grade : G2- 4
Limit: 20

This activity will allow our kids to have enjoyable and exciting wonderful time by 
cooperating with different grade level students, so as to create their own dancing 
and enhance their own performance more over to facilitate their interpersonal 
skill .

Online Games Minda Alemante Grade : G2-3
Limit: 15

It’s fun to learn through games. Online games help us practice our skills in a fun 
way, and we can do it with students from different sides of the world. So, are you 
up for it?

Ethiopian Traditional Dance Mahlet and Mihrael Grade : G2-3
Limit: 24

We will explore Ethiopian traditional dance and music. If you are enthusiastic 
about dancing, come join us and move your bodies and strengthen your body 
muscles while having fun.

Stop Motion Movies! Melissa Cavender Grade : G2-5
Limit: 15

Make your own stop motion movies! With just an iPad and simple classroom 
materials, you can make your own stop motion movies. You can create movies by 
yourself or with a friend. Stop Motion is simple to learn and so much fun!



ASA-S2

Tae Kwon Do Addisu Hurgessa Grade : G3-5
Limit: 18

This activity is for students at the beginner level in grades 3-5 who want to learn 
Taekwondo, or need to complete their white belt from previous years. Taekwondo 
at ICS is only taught as an introduction to the sport. If you wish to be proficient in 
TKD, please arrange private lessons at a TKD Club in Addis.

FRIDAY
Zumba for beginners. Azeb Mamo Grade : G3-4

Limit: 15
Zumba is a highly engaging  dance/exercise activity. This activity is intended for 
early beginners and the most important thing is having the FUN.  

Creative Dance Khushali Vaghela Grade : G3-5
Limit: 20

Ways to get students to enhance personality by dancing in different  moves. 
Includes   warm exercise ,  Indian  bollywood dance, contemporary fun style 
dancing and much more ,  Increases  your concentration, co-ordination and  body 
gesture .  Also enjoy Stage Performance after all session according to school 
events.

Math Olympiad Gr4 Addisu Mengistu Grade : G4
Limit:15

Do you love Math?  I do!  In the Math Olympiad ASA, students will be inquire into 
challenging math problems to further develop problem solving, mathematical logic/
reasoning,  and, most importantly, a love for Math!  Throughout the ASA, minds will be 
stretched as students work both collaboratively and independently to solve a variety of 
problems/puzzles.  There will be 5 ‘contests’ students will participate in and be able to 
compare their scores with others around the world!  Be courageous and come try your best!

Drum Circle Adane Asnake Grade : G4-5
Limit: 15

We start from understanding rhythm and play different rhythm combination 
on body percussion and build it to proper drum circle. We use hand drums and 
djembe.  

Creative Weaving Selam Deneke Grade : G4-5
Limit: 15

Creative Weaving activity is a fun activity where kids can use their own creativity 
to make something. It is a relaxing activity I am sure you will enjoy. Please sign up 
for this activity I promise you won’t regret it. 

Harry Potter Book Club Ravi Jeyachandran Grade : G4-5
Limit: 15

This club is for all things Harry Potter. Bring your favorite Harry Potter Book to 
read, watch Harry Potter Movies, discuss your favorite Harry Potter character, 
choose your Hogworts house and bring your wizarding wand.

Groovy Greek Gods! Sophia Manekuleh Grade : G5
Limit: 15

Have you heard about the ancient Greek gods? Did you know that they were a funny, 
powerful, crazy, amazing and secretive bunch? Why did Cronus swallow a boulder? Who 
was born on the sea? Who had flying slippers? Come on over and find out the answers 
to these questions and more! While you are here, work on making your own, magical and 
GROOVY god!
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